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About This Game

Create great companies and avoid destruction as much as you can - And most important, make money!

In this world anything can happen, and you are trying your very best to make things better! However some are always making
things difficult and we're not even going to get started about the aliens and the dinosaurs that always are in the way..

If you like adventure, simplicity, humor and all sorts of other things - Then you are going to like this game!

NORMAL MODE

In this mode everything is simple and you just can't get enough of people who wants to be hired, kicked or whatever. The most
important thing about this mode is that your are safe - or at least safer than what you usually are. A calm city with birds and

everybody are doing what they are supposed to, like they should.

BRUTAL EPIC MEGA MODE

In this mode everything changes, from calm winds to super storms. Aliens are watching you, and the dinosaurs, well they usually
do what they do best...

Everything is also more difficult in this mode, you always have to look after your employees - Or else bad things will happen...

Prepare to be amazed!
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Title: Incorp Inc
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
HJO Creations
Publisher:
HJO Creations
Release Date: 3 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows 10

Processor: 1.8 GHz Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 compatible 3D graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Need to fix and update but a good game ;D. I haven't played this game for long but it looks like a very good
game.\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I love it. I foung this game great, soo great infact that i made a series of it on
my Youtube channel (Joedeco). Best game in the industry. This game just gets boring, as a simple tycoon there isn't much to do
BUT rinse and repeat. A lot of useless features, plus with the game being released before it is finished doesn't bode well. It is a
gamble whether or not this game will be abandoned or may get a few updates of course since it's released updates are probably
stopping completely...
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best model for a plant. gets a little boring. I can't suggest it, just because of how broken so many of the mechanics are. People
will get stuck all over. It will slow down horribly, a lot isn't explained. Like the useless box factory. Eventually your game will
get to a point that it's just an unplayable mess.

My janitors all got stuck floating in the air. Couldn't fire them, they wouldn't clean, people were SUPER unhappy. Electritions
get stuck in the door constantly getting paid. Money doesn't...go down. I was making enough fast enough to offset it, but it's still
there. Worker gets stuck in doorway and never moves. I have screencaps to back all this up by the way.

The devs claim a 2.0 is in the works, but they've gone silent. Just save the $4, or go spend it on something better. Like...anything
else.. Fun game little game that for $4 you can't wrong with. This game fits into genre of upgrade \/ expand \/ build up more
money then rinse repeat. It's got charm and some cool little details that make it stick out. If you are into these types of game
then it's a solid buy that appears to have a lot more coming in the future.

youtube quick play: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=cuxGOUuv6Ig&t=25s

If you enjoyed my review please consider following and joining my Steam group
Mature Minded Gamers
We have free game giveaway's every month for all Members, just click Follow and Join!. I really don't know what did I just
buy, but yeah, 10\/10 for the plant.. This is not a game. This is the idea of an game. Why produce boxes when you can`t sell
them. Don`t buy this.. A cute little Early Access sim that might have been bumped to 1.0 a bit too early.

Right now, not much to look at. Poor game balance, some silly bugs, disorganized UI, but the developers seem to be passionate
about making it great and it's worth $4 to support that effort.

I'm looking forward to watching this game evolve into a great title.. Start by building an office then drop 4 workers at their
desks. A plant and a soda pop machine will keep them happy. Plop down an elevator when you're ready to build higher.

Now it's time for you to act like a BOSS! Sit back in your chair and say things like "Let's go people, I wanna hear some typing
going on. Let's make some noise! Isn't Frank back from lunch yet? We can't make no money if you people ain't at your desks!
Do you know how much money this company had when you all came in here this morning? Minus 27 dollars! MINUS! Do you
know how much money that plant cost that you all like to look at all day? $1800 dollars. That's right. This is what we're working
for, people. So let's see some enthusiasm here.

Janet, I'll need that report on my desk before you go on your little smoke break. And listen up everybody - the soda pop
machines are for everybody, but I don't want you people congregating around them all day. Can you guys downstairs hear me? I
can't be everywhere at once, so I wanna see some productivity outta you guys down there. George, I'm only seeing single digit
numbers flying out of you, let's shape it up there buddy.

I don't think you people realize just how close we are to declaring bankruptcy. I have a button - it's an actual Bankruptcy Button.
I could push it at any time and put you all out on the street without a job. Karen, put the soda pop down and get back to your
desk. Okay people let's go! Let's make today the day we do one hundred and twelve percent!". i
loooooooooooooooooooooooveeee thessssssssss game. If you are looking for a really layback simple tycoon then this is the game
for you. If you are looking for a tycoon where you have competeters and you can design your own structures then do not buy
this game.

As a whole though I really enjoyed this game as just a casual simple little game.
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